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A Treatment of Passives and Pronouns in Lummi Matrix Sentenc ... 

Nancy Odnchor 
Un! versi ty of Massachusetts at AIaherft 

o. Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to present an analysis of aiM-

ple declarati ft sentences in Lummi which will ac:count for the 

appearance of the IIOrpheme £ r;)1 as well a8 the order and form of 

pronouns. The morpheme t~! always a.ppears enc:liticized onto 

the verb that it follows. The combination of the transitiYizer 

and t~1 acts as a pusive marker on the verb. I will treat only 

this instance of t:)~ _ The examples that I gift here contain 

verbs which take the transitivizer t t ~. How ... , there are 

other transitivizers in Lummi, such as tn ~ • which also cOllbine 

with' ~ ~S to form the passi ft. The morpheme t" l haa a mrpholog

ically determined alternate !~a~l. 

The pronouns which appear 1n matrix clauses are of two 

types. '!'hese are the subject pronouns and the object pronouns. 

The paradigms follow. 

(1) Subj act pronouns (2) Object pronouns 

sg_ pl. sg_ pl. 

1 S~Y\ t 1 Q~as °D~1: 

2 oIJ"s 

3 s 3 ¢ 

A subject pronoun appears on the surface as subject whether it 

be the deep or derived subject. '!'his does not mean that the sub-
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jeet pronoun i. always the agent. An object pl.'0DDUft appears Oft 

the surface as object and is always in second position ill the 

clause, i.e. it 1.I8ed1ately follows the verb. !fhe subject pro

noun ia in second position except when an object pronoun i. pres

ent in the ... clause. In this cue, the object pronoun baa 

priority over the subject pronoun for second po.ition. Noun 

phrases are never .uked for this subject/object eli.tinction. 

But, unlike pronouns, they are marked for aqenthood. !hi. i. 

accOllplished by the preposition tpl which indicate. that the 101-

lowing noun phrase i. the agent. 

1. Passi .. 

One of the IIlOre mysteriOUS processes 1n ~ is the one 

whicll can be called the passive. !here are many separate c .... 

to consider here. The fir.t case consi.ts of the set of .en-

tencea for which passive is optional. Thi. cue is not very 

different from the Engli.h passive. Pas.ift can be used to 

change focus whenever a sentence coDtalna • DOUn phrase as 

underlying subject and either a DOQJl phra .. or pronoun as 

underlying object. 

(3) a. >:,~~t.-~ ,t.~ ca~~~'),~7 S.;) '$t~t\~ 1 

know-agreement-the-man-the-1iIOJIf&D 

'!'he man knows the woman 

know-passlve-agent-the-man-the-woaan 

The woman is known by the man. 
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(4) a. ')S.~~t -Of)"s. (.~ S\tJCl~ 1\~" 

know-lst person pronoun-the-mall 

The man knows M. 

b. ~~\.'=-~-s~~ ~ Co:;) ~\I,)~~">\,&") 

lalow-paas1ve-lst peraon pronoun-agct-the-aan 

I _ known by the man. 

In (3a) there 1s an agreement marter on the ftl'b. When a sen

tence contains two full noun phrases and pus1ft haa not taken 

place, the .. e_ent suffix i-51 shows up on the ftl'b. 

The seconc:l case to cons1der here cons1sts of the .. t of sen

tences in IAma1 which do not allow pus1ve. '!'he .. are exactly 

those sentences which have a prODIOUD as deep aubject. In the 

following examples, a • on the Eng11sh sentence _ana that 1t 

1s not the gloss that should be giYeft to the vr_tical 1Aaa1 

sentence. The correct gloss 1s giveD in parentheses following 

the 1ncorrect one. 

(5) a. l!o~lt.-S,..IIJ Ul ~wa~''b~? 

know-2nd person pronoun-the-man 

You know the man. 

b. ~~Lt-~-~I\.'" C.41 ~~~a"2\~? 

know-passive-2nd person pronoun-the-man 

-The man 1. knovn ~ you. (The aan knows you.) 

(6) a. ~~L:l- o")~~ - SJl,~ 1 

know-1st person pl. proJ"M?UD-2Ad per80n pronoun 

You know us. 
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Jcnow-paasive-lst person pl. prcmoun-2Dd pe.t8Onpronlall 

We are lcftown by you. 

(7) a. ~sa.t.- ~.,~ 

hit-1st person proDO\IIl 

X hit SOlMODe/thing. 

hit-pusift-lst person pronoun 

JIone of the passive sentences, (Sb), (6b), or (7b), are well

foraed even if the agent aarker appears en the pronoun. Artf way 

of generating paliws, then, IDU8t not apply to 8tructures which 

haft a pronoun u underlying subject. 'this cue is Yery differ

ent fro. English since passive is not sensitift to pronouns 1ft 

English. 

Up until this point it seems re8soMble to think that pu

sift is a transformational proces.. A po •• ible way of formal

izing this process is giftn ~n (8). Here, 1_ usUlllin9 VSO 

word order and the existence of the phrase structure rules 

. S-+ V iP NP and ii ~ {.,Pro]. The dist1Dct1on between ., and 

iii is important here because iiP can c:minate • pronoun, but IP 

cannot. Pas sift JlUSt not be allowed to apply to a .entence with 

an _underlying pronoun subject. But it optionally applies when 

the pronoun is the underlying object •. 
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-(8) V lIP 

1 2 (opt~onal) 

1-',) a+2 3 

The problem with such a rule is that there are cases where 

pusive is obligatory. These cases are just thos. sentences 

which have a transitive verb and an apty aubj.ct or object pos-

ition. For example, the only way to say 'the -.n hit saaeone' is 

(9) and the only way to say 'soaeone hit the man' is (10). 

(9) l~t.-~ ., tA $vJ';)\ ''b;)'l 

hit-pusive-agent-the-man 

The aan hit someone/thing. 

(10) ~~~:l·") ~., ~u.>t:)~7\~,) 

hit-pusive-the-man 

Scmeone/thing hit the man. 

The form giYen in (11) is the form that both Mntences would bite 

if passive had not applied. 

(11) ~\\)t e..., ~WY1 7\ 'Q 7 

hi t-the-man 

-Someone hit the man. -The 118ft hit ac.eone. (Hit the 

manS) 

It would be impossible to decide whether the noun phrase which 

appears in (11) is the subject, or the object of the verb. A 

possible generalization here, then, is that the passive is obliq-

atory wheneYer the word order fails ~ d1at1ngu1sh subject and o}).. 

jact. 

If the NP which is present on the surface 1s a pronoun, this 
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ambiguity would not necessarily ariae due to the different forM 

which pronouns take depending on whether they are subjects or 

objects on the surface. But, for some reason, passive ia oblig

atory when the nonempty NP is a pronoun, too • 
., , 

(12) 8. c..s~-\:.- ~ -<;, ~ V\ 

hit-passive-lst person pronoun 

Someone/thing hit me. 

hit-1st person pronoun 

Someone/thing hit me. 

In (12) we see that passive is obligatory if the pronoun is the 

underlying object. '!'his is just the place where the fom of the 

pronoun could dis8mbiguate its role in the Mntence. But it is 

passive Wich disambiguates. So, only (12a) i. good, even though 

(12b) can theoretically be unambiguc::>WJly interpreted since the 

pronoun is in the obj act pronoun fora. If the pronoun is the un

derlying subject of the aentence, pas.i.,. i. disallowed. So, to 

say 'I hit someone/thing', you DlUSt use (13) and not (14). 

(13) C ':>;) L - '5;;' ~ 

hit-1st person pronoun 

I hit someone/thing. 

(14) c.S~-\:-"J-s';;)" 

hit-passive-1st person pronoun 

eI hit someone/thing. (~/thing hit me.) 

Here we see a conflict between two possible generalizations. '!'he 

first is that passive is obligatory when the word order fails to 
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distinguish subject and object. 'l'he second is that passive ta 

never allowed when an underlying pronoun subject i. present. The 

second generalization wins. '1'h1s may be due to the fact that you 

cannot have the agent marker t ~ 1 with a pronoun.3 The strength 

of the second generalization can be seen again in the ability to 

delete the agent marker in the case Were passift has occurred in 

a sentence with a noun phrase subject and a pronoun object. 

'l'here is no prob1e11l in understanding t-sx" 1 as the deep object 

of (15) even if the 1 ~ 1 does not appear. 

(15) ~~l.t:-~_s~uJ {,~) c:. .. 'Sw~01\~1 

know-passi ve-2nd person pronoun- (agent-) the-man 

Ifhe man hit you. 

i'here is still one more case to conaider here and that i. 

the one in which both the subject and object nodes are empty. 

Passive is obligatory here, too. 

(16) ~~~t.-":) 

hit-pusive. 

Someone/thing got hit on purpose. 

A su.ary of the facts presented 80 far t. given in (17). 

The subscript • s' means underlying subject, the subscript '0' 

means underlying object; A means that the node ia empty. 
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(17) Diatr1but1OD of Pass1ft Acc:ord1ng to s.tence 'type 

oPtional obl1qatory disallowed 

NPs "0 A. A PROs A 

NPs PRO NPs b. PRO NP 
0 s 0 

D. "0 PROsPROo 

b PROo 

There are further facts about pus1 .. s which do not follow froa 

the discussion above because of the overaillpl1f1cation there. 

Heas (1973) points out that passive can be used for many thinp, 

one of which is the COIlplet1on of a' paradiga. !his occurs in 

P\Iget and other Salish langua~.. tu.11. DO uc:ept1on. The 

point in the paradigm where passive is of \1M is in the third 

person. 'l'he.re are many irregularities exh1b1ted by the third 

person in Iaai. 1'0 say 'the man knowI hia', JO\I CaftDOt follow 

the pattern in (4), which works for all the other persona both 

singular and plural. Instead, the pass1ft forII JlU8t be uaed, u 

in (18). 

(18) ~ Col:*:. - ~ C) c.. ~ ~ w ~ 4 ' 'b ~ ") 

Jcnow-pua1ve-aqent-the-man 

The un knows hill. 

Mote that (18) still differs from the puai" for the other per

sona, as given in (4). This is due to ... other irregularity of 

the third person which showa up els~. !h1rd person 1.a ~ 
never appears following the IIOrpheme 1 ~ 11n _trix sentences. 
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Another Gample of this deletion 1s in (19). 

(19) ~l.~t-~ 

In ~, the passive is used for at least three purpos •• 

in Iamd.: to change focus, to mark subject and object and expres. 

pur:pos.ful action, and to complete a paradiga. % propose that 

the first purpose be handled by an optional tranaformation and 

that the second and third purposes be handled ill the lexiCOft. 

3. The Base 

'!'he followinc; phru. structure rules will be all that this 

analysis of .entence. with transitive verbs will require. %_ 

as.u.ing underlying VSO word order.4 

- -(20) S --+ V NP NP 

Even though HE' obviously has IIOre structure, % will leave it unan

alyzed here. Note that the pronouns are all bese-generated. 

The lexical entries for a small set of lexical it .. appear 

in (21) and the required syntactic redunISancy rules are in (22). 

'!'he full set of features for a lexical entry are gotten by apply

ing the redundancy rules to expand the features given in the lex-

ical entry. 
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(21) ~~ l:t (+V,+tranait1w] 

eiJ sw~~?\~( t+NP] 

3~ st\)~ ~7 t+NP] 

:5 t+PRO, +3rd peraoft] 

S.;>'t\ t+PRO,-3rd person) 

CO x. II.> t+PRO, -3rd person 1 
* t+PRO,-3rd person] 

b. t+A] 

(22) a. t+tranaitive] ~ l~assivel 

b. t+paasive) ~ (_ A iP] 

c. [_NP A1 
d. t _ NP t +PRO, +3rd person]] 

e. t-P4ISsiw] ~ f_ PRO HP] 

f. [_ NP HP] 

) 1··\ 

9. [_ NP [+PRO,-3rd person]] ; 

h. l+NP] ---., l%.&gent] 
i. 'Ltagent1-.-, LV _ A] 

J. tv _ L-PRO,+3rd peraon11 

k. (:agent]~ (v _ HP] /;' 
1. 

II. 

[v _ [+PRO,-3rd person)l 

[viP _1 

In (23), there are rules which rewrite non-ten1nal symbols 80 

that the process of lexical insertion can take place. 
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(23) v ., r+V,+transiUve] 

NP -.lI) t+NPl 
PRO --+ t+PRO] 

6 -----> t+ b.l 

After the phrase structure rules in (20) generate a tree, the 

DDn-tez:ainal symbols are rewritten usin9 the rul .. in (23) and 

context-sensitift rules which specify the frame that the partic:vl

ar node appears in. '!'hese rules are of the fora: 

lIS ~ ~ _ ~ IX _ Y where NS stands for any non-terminal 

symbol and X and Y are variables ranq1ng Oftr DOIl-term1Da1 and 

terminal strings. This specification of the f~ 18 umaec"HIT 

if the lexical insertion rule is written 80 that the context of 

the node which is being filled can be referred to. '!'he actual 

lexical insertion rule is a substi tuUon tranaforaation which 

matches the features of the lexical entry and the features of the 

non-terminal node. 

we should take a closer look at how the obligatory passives 

are generated. Tbe case where passive completes a paradigm is 

handled by aelec:tional rules, (22d) and (22j). This is necessary 

because the subcategorillation rule must refer to a particular 

feature of'the pronoun i.e., its specification for the feature 

t 3rd person]. The passive which is used to distinguish sub

ject from obj act is handled by strict subcatec;rorization rules, 

(22b), (22c), and (221). This 1s 80 because the subcategori&at1on 

rule need only refer to lexical categories. 
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'!'he syntactic redundancy rules are also interesting in that 

they malee clear a similarity which I have tended to deny. (22c) 

and (22d) point out the parallel way in which the third person 

pronoun and A act, at least with respect to pusive. It_y 

be that the third person form is disappearing frOll L\.mai and that, 

instead, the 6. ,which I have been translat1ng as t someone/ 

thing', is being interpreted in the same way u third person nor

mally is. '!'he disappearing of the third person _y explain Io.e 

of the irregularities which it exhibits. If this is the cue, 

the completion of the paradigm is not happening because the .para

digm is not incomplete. And, then, this cue of the obligatory 

passive becoIIes exactly like the case where the subject and 

obj ect are bidng distinguished. 

4. The Transformational Component 

Armed with some possible deep st.rucWr.s. .... can now 

face the transformational component of the gr-.r. There 

are several processes' that will be taken care of here. There 

is the passive which can optionally take place to change focus. 

When optional passive does not take place and two noun phrases are 

present, a rule of agreement IIl\1St step in Csee (3) for examples). 

When there is a prono\Dl in object position aDd the verb haa the 

feature [ -passive] ,the pronoUn IlIUt be artad for caae 80 that 

its surface form is that of an object pronoun Caee (2) for the 

forms of object pronouns). Object pronouns are then moved from 

clause final position to the position immediately following the 
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verb. Some minor rewriting rules change the forll of those lexical 

items whose features have been altered by the ayatac:t1c rectundanIIy 

rules or the transfomations. The final process that I will dis

euss is that of cliticization, Which attaches all the verbal part-

icles and pronouns to the verb. The transfOJ:'1lBtiona that accom-

pllsh these changes follow. 

(24) PASSIVE (optional) 

-v NP 

1 2 

123 
(+passi ve] ~agent] 

AGREEMElll (obligatory) 

V HI> HI> 
[-passift] 

1 2 3 -==) 

123 
[+agreement] 

CASE IIARICQIG (obligatory) 

-V NP PRO 
[-passive] 

1 2 3 ~ 

1 2 3 
(+easel 

PROr«>tJN A'.l"1'RAcrlON (<;>bllgatory ) 

-V HI? PRO 

1 2 3 ~ 

1 3 2 
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PROJIOUN REWRITE RULES (Ml1gatory) 

8 ~ f, 
[+CUe] 

+8eD --+ o~ .. s 
t+easeJ 

a W --.-., o~s 
(+ease] 

VERB REWRrl'E RUlES (obligatory) 

J«)tJN PHRASE REWRITE RULES (obligatory) 

noun phrase ~ ,a ...... noun phrase 
l+agent] 

a.r.rrCIZATrON (obligatory) 

v PRO (PRO) 

1 2 

1-2-3 

'l'be transformations are ordered in this way for reuou of simp

licity and descripti_ adequacy. Pusift aast precede AgreeIIent 

because Passift can optionallY,apply to phrase markers that would 

obligatorily undergo Agr .... nt only if P ... ift had not applied. 

Pa •• i ve precedes ease Marking beca~ Case Marking mentions the 

feature [pusi val. Paasi ft precede. Pronoun attraction just be

cause it is s1D;>ler to write a Passive ~ when the input to it 
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ls of a \D'd.form word order. 

Agreement 18 only ordered with reapec:t to P •• slve because 

Pas81ve ls the only other rule which applles to phrase marker8 

containing no pronouns. Agreement is irrelennt to the operation 

of the other rules. 

Case Marking ls cruclally ordered with respect to Pronmm 

Attraction. If Pronoun Attraction occurred first, Case Marlc1ng 

would be formulated as follows: 

(25) CASE MARKING (obligatory) 

V PRO 
l+passive] 

1 

1 2 
[+case 1 

'l'h1s would work well for sentences who8e objecta were pronouns 

underlyinqly. However, sentences whose subjecta are pronouna 

\mderlylngly would undergo this Case Marlt1ng rule even if there 

were no pronoun object present because Puslve ls disallowed in 

such constructions. Thus, if case Marlting were ordered before 

Pronoun Attraction, the following ungrasnaUcal sentences would 

be generated. 

(26) - ~ 5~-\:. - o")~ S 

hit-1st person pronoun 

I hi. t someoae,lthing 

ls:;:,t-o~;)~ c..;:, sW';,\'bI 'bC)..7 

hit-1st person pranoun-the-man 

-I hit the man. ('!'he man hit .... ) 
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It 18 iJRpossib1e to reformulate Case Karking 80 that 1t will nOt 

apply 1ft these c:uea because a pronoun object c~ occ:w:' with a 

A or 16' subject and is marked for cue if the Yerb has the 

feature [-passive]. The only answer, then, 1. to do ease Nark

ing before Pronoun Attraction. And so ,. will keep the formla

tion given 1ft (24) • 

. The Rewrite Rul.s, of course, all follow the feature changing 

rules. Cliticization follows the Rewrite Rules because it util

izes the rewritten version of the words. 

5. Conclusions 

I have argued that some passive forma IIWIt be base-g..-ated 

and that others are the product of an optional transformation. 

further work on the semantics of the pu.ift in r.u.d may force 

me to claim that all the passives are ba~ated. Since Pu

sive is ordered first in the list of transf=-tions, this will 

not cause a great upheaval in the tranaforutional c:omponent. 

There is also the po.sibi1ity that all pusi ... are transforma

tional1y deriTed. This could be done by • rule which is optional 

in aaae cues and obligatory in others. '!be consequences of 

haTing such a rule need to be explored. '1'b1.s will probably re

quire looking at data containing embedded Mfttences. 

I have also claimed that the subject and object pronouns are 

transformationally related. I thin1c that for the most part this 

ularities of the third person to contend with. Since it is very 
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difficult to find evidence. for there eftft be1Dg • third pez:'8Oft 

object pronoun, IffY e1a1m i. weaJcened. . the third persOD subject 

p.ronouD appears irregularly aDd 18 bcalDpbonoua with the agr •• l!nt 

aarter itself. In the following exaaples, r.1. acta just 11ke 

the other subject proDOUU. 

(27) ~5~t.-~~f\ 

hit-1st person pronoun 

I hit aaaeone/th1ng. 

hit-1st person ,1. pronoun 

We hit soaeon.e/thing. 

hi t-2Dd person pronoun 

You hit someone/thing. 

ls~t-s 

hi t-3rd person pronoun 

He hit scaeone/thing. 

(28) ~~Lt-Si;)~ Co;) 'S'""o~ ?\~., 

tnow-1st person pronoun-the-man 

I know the man. 

~ c..l.t - *' c..ca. 'S:.w~ ~ ?\ ';} ~ 
know-1st person pl. pronoun-the MIl 

We know the man. 
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~~i..t-$~~ ~., "!.wf:)O?~Ci)7 

tnov-2nd per'1Ol'l pronoun-the-IIan 

, You tnow the MIl. 

~~ ~t -c; c:..::. 'S w~c, ") \ "& "t 

tnov-3rd person pronoun-the-man 

He knows the man. 

tnow-2nd person pronoun-1st peraon p&:'ODOUft 

I know you. 

~~ Lt -o~~~-;t:' 
know-2nd person pronoun-lst peracn pl. pronoun 

We know you. 

" . 
~GLt "'o')"s-ca 

know-2nd person pronoun-3rd perSOft pronoun 

He knows you. 

The irregulariUes in the third person OCC\IE' when l!) 1 is pres

ent. In these cases the sentence is good if the 1..s ~ 1s not pres

ent. I have no saUsfying explanation for this. All of the 

other subject pronouns can appear after 1~1, .s the following 

examples show. 
v . 

(30) ~<!. Lt -~ -s." 
know-passive-lst person pronouD 

Someone knoWII me. 
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~tLt -~ _~"'u) 

know-paaslve-2nd person pronoun 

Someone knows you. 

• v' 
~c:..I,:t-~-$ 

know-passlve-3rd person prol'lOUft 

Someone Jcnowa him. 

C3l) ~ t ~t. -!) -s~V\ l~",) <..~ ~u:.t)~ "')\ 0 ') 

kDow-passlft-lst person pronoun-CageDt-)the-man 

'!'he man knows me. 

'S'~Lt-~-jt (0;,) c:..~ ~vJ~o7"b~1 

know-puslve-lst person pl. pronoun-Cagent-)t.he-IIan 

The man kDowa us. 

~ C.:lt -~ - "!>X UJ (COl) c::;.~ swa (\ 1\ Q)"7 

know-passive-2Dd per80n pronoun-Ca~- )the-man 

'!'he man knows you. 

• ~t ~t - ~ -5 (~') c~ ~"'~O '1 \),;,'1 

know-paasift-3rd perSon pronoun-(aqent-)the-man 

The man knows him. 
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lRo other combination of subject and object pronouns yields gram
matical sentences with the desired meanings. 

2110 other CODIb1Dation of subject and object pronouns gives gr_
matical sentences either. 

3If the pronoun contains more information, though, it acts l1ke 
a noun phrase. For example, 

14.!)\'t-s ~~ -=-v s.~"'-t.o1 
look at-agreemeDt-she-the-Raven 
She looks at Raven. 

'.A """'.L ., le'l)\.t -!) ~ ~\J "\.~ c:.. 'Sn: ~ to 

look at-passive-agent-this female one-the-Raven 
Raven was looked at by her. 

"'rhe word order which is assUJDed at this point makes Yirtually no 
difference to the analysis that follows. All of the rules can be 
rewritten for any ordering without _jor changes in the overall 
scheme of the analysi~. 
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